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In recent months, due to the global coronavirus pandemic, online learning has become increasingly 
popular. Most of our partners offer options for various courses and educational programs that give 
students an excellent opportunity not only to spend time in self-isolation in an interesting and useful
way, but also to try their hand at studying subjects in a foreign language.
Today we will analyze a few examples of such online courses:

Academic Summer is one of the UK's leading educational providers offering online lessons for 
students in Mathematics, Essay Writing and Presentation & Interview Skills. Seminars are 
conducted by school teachers who are native speakers. Academic Summer gives you 30-minute trial
lessons for free. This is a unique opportunity to find the most interesting course for yourself in order
to continue full-fledged paid education, and get to know the teachers of the school.

CATS UK - the famous British international college - is launching a unique online training program 
for potential students. College teachers will conduct remote seminars on topics that are very 
important and interesting for modern young people: What is memory? How to remember things 
better, what is happening economically? How to understand the Economics of CV19, What is the 
Oxbridge Brain? How to develop yours for Oxbridge success? and many others. CATS UK give this
unique opportunity completely free of charge, and we, for our part, will be happy to help you in 
choosing a study program for the academic year.

CERAN - a Belgian language school - offers adult students aged 18 to 25 low-cost online lessons in
Chinese, English, German, Portuguese, Arabic, French and many other languages, and younger 
children (ages 7 to 17) together with school teachers, they can effectively work on oral speech and 
engage in active practice and study of German, English, Spanish, Danish and French.
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Oxbridge Summer School. This summer you will have a unique opportunity to prepare for 
admission to the world's top universities Oxford and Cambridge. During the 8 weeks of an intensive
summer program of online lessons and seminars, future applicants will learn how to write a 
Personal Statement, communicate with a former member of the Oxbridge admissions committee, 
learn many details about the interview, participate in seminars and lectures in the following 
disciplines to choose from: Law, Medicine, Maths, Natural Sciences, Computer Science, PPE, 
Economics. Hurry, places are limited!

Summer Springboard. US educational providers Summer Springboard are opening their online 
Academy of Studies. You have a great opportunity not only to feel like students of prestigious US 
universities (such as Yale, MIT or, for example, Harvard), but also to gain a lot of new and useful 
knowledge in the fields of medicine and healthcare, business, finance and law, as well as 
engineering and innovation. Sign up now, there are only a few spots left.
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